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Writing History Led to Nia Alexander’s 
Black Girls Abroad Blog

Nia Alexander Campbell started writing novels—she’s up to four unpublished manuscripts—in high school. As a

Virginia Commonwealth University student, she studied abroad three times—short-term in Morocco and Greece,

plus at VCU’s Qatar campus. So it should have surprised no one that Nia Alexander (her artistic handle) might write

publicly, and extensively, about her study abroad experiences.

The result, launched in January 2019, is Black Girls Abroad, which focuses on her experiences travelling abroad as

an American who was, as she points out, black, vegetarian, anxious, a woman, an artist, a student, and a nerd,

though not necessarily in that order.

Alexander posts on the blog every week, but it’s not as if she isn’t busy with a lot of

other responsibilities. Since graduating from VCU in December 2018 with her BFA

in painting and printmaking, she also has studied abroad in Mexico City as an alum

with her former VCU department, applied to graduate schools, and got ready to go

to graduate school for an MFA in design from VCUarts Qatar—which she says was

her �rst choice. She started graduate school last fall (and in November, was back in

Morocco for a �eld study) and now is in her second semester.

It all started in Fall 2016, when she was looking for a short (about a week) study abroad program. She had never

been outside the USA, had never been on an airplane and, in fact, had never been anywhere except the states

between New York and North Carolina. In December, she saw a poster advertising a program to three (eventually

�ve) Moroccan cities in May 2017. It was for 10 days and the price was a�ordable for her.

Her Morocco study abroad program delivered even more than she expected—it

inspired one of her books, the one that she is currently rewriting as a screenplay.

In Morocco, she also started getting inklings of the need for a blog like Black Girls

Abroad: “I prepared for the Morocco trip by researching a lot. I remember my

bedroom was covered in sticky notes all about Morocco. However, the information

I learned about Morocco compared to my experience in Morocco were quite

di�erent, and that’s when I realized a lot of it had to do with the fact I was a black

woman on a group art trip (in contrast to a white man on a solo tourist adventure,

which is who many of the subjects were in the experiences I was reading about).”

Alexander added, “I was the youngest, shortest, and the only one who had never

been on an airplane; I felt like a unicorn.”
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Later, she had the opportunity to go on VCU’s service-learning trip to Greece, which was facilitated by Athena

Study Abroad and the VCU Globe center. She ascribes it to luck or coincidence: “During our Skyped predeparture

meeting regarding the Qatar exchange program, the Student A�airs coordinator at VCUQ mentioned she was

organizing a trip to Greece come Spring Break. I was interested in the trip and even submitted the $250 deposit,

but ultimately the trip became too expensive and I decided not to attend. However, about two weeks before the

trip, two students dropped out. In order to �ll the spots, VCUQ Student A�airs needed two students with U.S. or

European passports, students who didn’t need visas to enter Greece (as they knew it would be impossible to

request visas on such short notice). I was o�ered one of the newly opened spots, and since those spots had

already been paid for, the only costs I had to concern myself with was money for lunches and souvenirs.”

There’s also a story about how Alexander ended up at VCU’s Qatar campus. She

says the same evening that she was accepted into VCU’s painting/printmaking

major, she “saw a poster in a dimly lit stairway: An old advertisement for Tasmeem,

a biennial art & design conference hosted by VCUQ. I had just �nished up my �rst

year of uni and I thought that maybe I could come up with a workshop idea, apply

for the grant VCUarts o�ered each year, and somehow incorporate VCUQ into my

proposal; that was my vague plan of action when it came to getting to Qatar.

Meanwhile, I had no idea VCUarts o�ered an exchange program between

Richmond and Doha. In fact, I didn’t know about the exchange program until I was

a junior…”
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In fact, Alexander says she learned about the VCUarts Qatar Exchange Program from VCUQ faculty while on the

Morocco study abroad program. “I decided to pursue the exchange program it because after my experience in

Morocco, I’d been bitten by the ‘travel bug’ and I felt ready to experience an entire semester abroad. I was also

interested in the program because it was so unique. At the time, there weren’t many study abroad programs to

the Middle East o�ered, and even fewer U.S. schools could say they have an entire sister campus in the Middle

East. It made the academic transition incredibly easy because the curriculum was identical to what I’d been

studying, and thus, didn’t disrupt my degree progress (and it was taught entirely in English). It was also a comfort

knowing that I would already know people in Qatar if I were to ever visit there (having that I had met them on the

Morocco trip).”

She says, “The Qatar exchange program was helpful in that I was placed in an
incredibly diverse university, one that had similarities and differences to my
educational experience back home in a way that provided unique
comparisons….Being able to experience VCUQ and see the thesis projects of every
discipline (including MFA) ignited my desire to apply to the MFA program. Overall,
though, these experiences abroad served to increase my worldview, which I feel
makes me a better storyteller.”

In Qatar, courses she took were Islamic Art & the West (1600-1800), Senior Thesis, Senior Seminar, and Topics:

Jewelry for Beginners. “Islamic Art & the West was most interesting to me not only because of the content, but

because courses on Islamic art were severely limited on the home campus. It was wonderful seeing a course about

the relationship between Islamic art and Western culture from the perspective of an Islamic State,” Alexander

explains. “Jewelry for Beginners was not what I expected, but a unique experience, especially as a fashion elective

or if you’re interested in metal.”

(For any and all students studying in Qatar, she advises, “explore outside Education City [which is where VCUQ and

all the other American universities are housed]. Education City is like a bubble, but there is so much more in Doha

[and Qatar overall] to discover. I’d also advise not spending too much time in the [art] studio. I know academics

are important, but I also �rmly believe that it’s very important to experience the abroad part of study abroad as

much as possible. It’s a once in a lifetime experience; you’ve got to milk it.”)

After writing her blog regularly for more than a year, Alexander says,

“I better understand the way self-re�ection can be used to help

others. I understand better the signi�cance of just one story on

someone’s desire to do something, especially when they’re

surrounded by an array of stories that they can’t relate to. I’ve

learned that giving myself a voice and being public about my

experiences can genuinely be of use to others.” 

Re�ecting on her blogging experience, “Every time I �nish writing a

blog post, I feel a sense of satisfaction. I feel satis�ed by �nishing it,

but I also feel satis�ed that I was able to highlight an experience I thought would be useful to others and put it

them into words.

“It’s also a therapeutic experience; most of my life I’ve felt unheard, but the blog was the �rst time I genuinely felt

like I had a voice that people were listening to,” Alexander adds.

She explains, “Every time I post it on social media I feel proud. Even when the blog threatens to stress me out, and

even when I have a long list of assignments to get done, the blog is still a positive aspect of my life. It’s also nice to

feel like I always have something to fall back on. No matter how busy I may get with grad school, there will always

be a new post every Monday, and that makes me feel really good. It’s like always having a home to come back to.”

Alexander’s blog has been drawing a growing and committed audience. She

said she usually gets brief, light-hearted feedback via Instagram. “Overall,

though, I didn’t expect to get much attention from the blog. Though I hoped my

blog could help people, I didn’t expect anyone to interact with me or be

interested in what I was doing, especially within the �rst year of its

existence….this level of attention was a very new experience for me having that

I rarely posted to social media on my personal pro�les. That said, being so

public has resulted in some good experiences, but also some uncomfortable

ones (like the occasional man asking me out or commenting on my

attractiveness over social media). However, I always receive comments from

my grandmother when my blogs post Facebook, a gesture that I �nd very

sweet.”
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Alexander points out, “I didn’t expect to �nd such a niche community on social

media. There are so many likeminded people advocating for some of the same

things I advocate for when it comes to being a minority abroad. It’s a very

validating experience.”

What does she now want study abroad directors to know? They need to “keep in mind how di�erent a group of

people can be when it comes to gender, race, class, sexuality, etc. For example, my experiences with pre-departure

meetings in the U.S. often included advice and statements about a certain place voiced with an unintentional bias.

Sometimes the language that is used to described developing countries, for example, could be unintentionally

derogatory. The experiences of people of color are also rarely considered, despite the fact race can play a huge
role in someone’s experience abroad. Similarly, the experiences of women abroad aren’t often referenced unless

discussing sexual harassment. 

“I feel as though it’s a study abroad team’s responsibility to prepare to all students for
what they may experience—the good and the bad—and though they can’t prepare
them for everything, considering these different backgrounds, experiences, and
intersections is important when trying to persuade students to study abroad or
when preparing them for a speci�c trip.”

Going forward, Alexander plans to continue pursuing both her visual arts career and her writing career. She has

discovered that she’s primarily interested in biographical �ction and young adult �ction, plus “intertwining” her

visual arts and her writing. Alexander says she is “elated” to be working on a master’s degree, especially one that is

a “perfect �t”—and that she is considering trying to earn a doctorate.

In terms of speci�c careers, she says, “I plan to become an art director and/or storyboard artist for �lm, ideally

movies geared at young adults and children. I have a special interest in animated �lms, and I believe they would

be a great platform to convey the importance of diversity and a variety of social statements, framed in a way that

could educate youth in an unintimidating and enjoyable way.

“I also believe that becoming a published author is in my future, likely in the genres I mentioned earlier:

Biographical �ction and young adult �ction,” Alexander says. “No matter what, though, I am a storyteller �rst and

foremost. I think the quote ‘A great �lmmaker can use story as a Trojan horse for deeper meanings,’ accurately

summarizes how I want my creative practice to function in regard to my audience (whether I’m �lming,

storyboarding, writing, or painting).”
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As one might surmise, Alexander’s visual arts background started early, at the Center for the Arts at Henrico High

School’s Center, a magnet school. She also explains, “I come from a family of artists and educators. My mother is a

visual artist who studied illustration at VCU and my father was a musician who studied child psychology at

Hampton University; he currently works as a teacher. My grandmother and aunt were also teachers of elementary

& middle school children. I also have a grandfather who is an architect and a grandmother who does an array of

crafts (jewelry making, yarn spinning, vinyl printing, glass etching, clothes designing, and some more I’m probably

forgetting). I’ve recently begun to re�ect upon all this, wondering if being surrounded by this environment has

anything to do with the sorts of themes I explore in my art & writing practice, my desire to educate through art,

and my desire to teach children and adolescence through my creative practices.¨

To follow along with Nia’s experiences and adventures, visit her Black Girls Abroad Blog.
For more information on Athena’s customized and faculty-led program arm, visit Athena for Educators (AFE).
For information on Athena’s standard Greece study abroad program, visit our Paros Island, Greece program
pages.
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